
This report covers the freeze-thaw-protection performance of a number of products including Clear Penetrating 
Epoxy Sealer [CPES]  and the product now known as Permanent Concrete Sealer [PCS], both manufactured by 
Smith & Co.

In order to easily see the advantages of the Smith & Co. products, please note the following:

1.   Figure 3 on page 6/27 of the report [PDF file page 12] shows that our two tested products have about equal 
water vapor permeability as the reference (untreated concrete specimen).  This means the inevitable water that 
gets into the concrete can most easily escape by evaporation.  All of the other tested products showed much 
worse performance.

2.   Figure 6 on page 11/27 [PDF file page 17] and Table 6 on the following page show that after immersion in 
salt solution and evaporation, the performance is most comparable to the reference, with PCS actually doing 
better.  This is a good thing.  Salt in concrete tends to hold moisture in concrete, contributing to both corrosion 
of the reinforcing steel and to freeze-thaw damage.

This test shows indirectly that PCS resists salt penetration better than any other product tested.  In fact, later 
tests [Figure 21, on the last page] show that the salt penetration was actually so low as to not be measurable.

3.   Figure 6 and table 7 again show that the PCS and CPES products were closest in water-evaporation perfor-
mance to the reference.  This is desirable, as it allows water taken up by the concrete to most easily leave by 
evaporation.  Water retained in the concrete causes freeze-thaw damage, which the other specimens exhibited to 
a much greater degree as will be seen later in the report.

4.   Figure 11  [PDF file page 24]  shows that the penetration of salt into concrete while it is curing [in the first 
few months] is almost the same for the reference as for the Smith & Co. products.  This shows that porosity 
continues to develop in the months after casting concrete, and tests done in that time frame are not meaningful.  

Interestingly enough, those specimens that scored the lowest on this test did the worst on freeze-thaw damage 
protection while the Smith & Co. products CPES and PCS did the best.

5.  Fig. 13 [page 20/27 of the VTT report, PDF page 26] is the most dramatic evidence that PCS and CPES 
help concrete resist freeze-thaw damage.  Note that all of the other products showed more volume loss than the 
untreated reference, which means they did more harm than good!

Similar results are seen in Fig. 17 [Page 23/27, PDF page 29].  The CL-WP product looks better in this figure 
but was actually much worse in the prior Figure 13.

Epilogue

About ten years after this report was prepared, the underlying mechanism of why some products prevent freeze-
thaw damage better than others, while some are worse than nothing at all, was finally discovered.  Smith & Co 
has discovered the basic mechanism of why CPES was so successful, and knows now that a third product, the 
Paving Brick Sealer, a light-stable exterior polyurethane based on our Five Year Clear technology, will also be 
successful for the most demanding exterior decorative stonework , fine brick and custom masonry applications.  
For further information, please see http://www.smithandcompany.org/technical.html.
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